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"We helped our client on the  extraordinary
historic maintenance investigation of
a detailed Victorian Mansion in New York. ISP
BIM team provided advanced modeling of the
site which saved them many hours of �eld
measuring and drafting. The model was
accurate & very easy to navigate throughout
the project"

India is one of the very few countries that
celebrate the seasons of harvest. Thanks
to the 70% of our population, who put their
heart and soul into Agriculture! We don't
shy away from honouring our farmers and
their land! What we are reluctant to, is
understanding what goes behind farming.
Of course, it's not a subject that can be
taught easily - it is an emotion between a
human  and his land. It's Zaid Cropping
Season for rice, vegetables, fruits &
fodders in India.

Establishment of LOD Working Standards
To help our client develop their service standards, this structure was modeled in order to clearly
demonstrate the level of detailing (LOD). The project was delivered in LOD 200, LOD 300 and LOD
350. Our client's goal was to utilize it as their representative model to plainly demarcate the extent
of information to be included in different LODs and subsequently establish work standards. The
client was also provided with 2D drawings of this building along with corresponding elevations,
sections and re�ected ceiling plans; which proved to be very useful for renovation projects. The
software used for this project was Autodesk Revit 2020 & AutoCAD 2020. An exemplary depiction
of the As-built structure of the Revit model by our team was what the client got most impressed
about.

Read More

Women's Day Celebration

ISP is a bias-free world. To support 2022's UN theme of Women’s Day - “Gender equality today for
a sustainable tomorrow”, we recognized all those  women who are working to build a more
sustainable future of ISP. For the same, we posed by crossing our arms and posted our photos on
social media to encourage a bias-free society. As a special treatment for all the women at ISP, we
arranged a special lunch. We enjoyed our favorite strawberry cupcakes along with roses. 

Got Everyone Involved in #BreakTheBias

Let's Break The Bias

It's Zaid Harvest Season in India

Explore The Harvest Festivals In India

Colored Our Workplace With Lot of Joy

At ISP, we have people from all 28 states of India. We work as a family and thus like every Indian
family - we celebrate festivals together. It brings us together, gives a good time to rejoice and
builds strong bonds that leads to a happy culture. Last month, we celebrated Holi with our
colleagues by having Thandaai (a sweet Indian drink made from milk with ingredients such as
almonds, saffron, and poppy seeds) and color powders. Special thanks to ISP Band - Keta, Raj,
Pavan, Kapil & Kejal for performing superbly and creating such a fun-loving atmosphere.

See Our Colored Faces

GET SOCIAL WITH US

You received this letter because you are a subscriber of our company. You can unsubscribe
at any time and no longer receive useful letters from us
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